
Experienced, Trustworthy, Straight Talking 

Independent Estate Agents

fidelisinbath.co.uk Residential Sales and Lettings



“Fidelis Estate Agents is an
established independent 
family run business offering 
specialist local knowledge. 
We have our finger on the pulse 
of the local market and know 
personally many of the
applicants that we introduce”
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Thank You for 
choosing Fidelis
Selling and letting property is a complex,
expensive, time consuming activity
- relying heavily on excellent 
communication, good management  
and.experienced.professionals.
 
The vast majority of home movers simply 
do not have the time, resource or skills 
needed.to.sell.or.let.a.property.on.their.own.
 
Our primary role is to facilitate your sale
or.let..Providing.regular.communication.
and guidance on the presentation of  
your property with support through the 
more complicated and stressful stages of 
the.transaction.
 
Fidelis.Estate.Agents.is.responsible.for.
the accurate valuation of your property, 
taking into account the economic issues
affecting.the.market.-.determining.what.is.
selling.and.letting.successfully,.and.why.

In essence, we will manage all stages 
of the transaction from valuation, 
marketing and the progression of the 
transaction all the way through to a 
successful.completion.

Professional Photography

Beautifully composed photographs  
play a key role in maximising the 
presentation.of.your.property..First.
impressions count, why risk going to 
market with anything less? 

Floor Plans

Accurate.floor.plans.have.been.proven.
to greatly increase interest in a property, 
enabling.potential.applicants.to.build.
a clear image of your property and its 
dimensions.before.calling.to.arrange. 
a.viewing.

“A good estate agent 
should be well informed, 
intelligent and interested 
in the motivation and 
needs of their clients”



Online Marketing
You would assume that every estate 
agent in Bath advertises on the top three 
online portals which are Rightmove, 
Zoopla.and.Primelocation..However,.this.
is.not.the.case..Instructing.an.agent.who.
does.advertise.on.the.big.three.portals.
will reach the whole of market resulting 
in maximum online coverage for your 
property..At.Fidelis.Estate.Agents,.we.
advertise.on.all.three.major.portals.

Solicitors, Mortgages and Removals
We.can.help.you.with.these.services..All.
you have to do is ask your Fidelis Estate 
Agent.representative.

Our Motivation

As.an.independent.family.owned.business.
we.are.fully.responsible.and.accountable;.
our livelihoods depend on the quality of 
service.we.provide.and.our.ability. 
to.succeed.for.our.clients.at.the.best.
possible.price.
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Fidelis Estate Agents will consider several 
important factors when valuing 
your property:

•  The location and character of your home, its features and condition
•  The current market price for similar properties in the same location
•  The demand for property, projected market trends and conditions
•..Be.prepared.to.discuss.openly.with.us.your.aspirations.so.that.we.can.agree.on.the.best.price.

strategy to attract the right applicants in the desired timeframe
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Targeting 
Applicants
How We Target Applicants
We advertise your property on all major 
property portals including Rightmove, 
Zoopla.and.PrimeLocation.
 
Please.visit.www.fidelisinbath.co.uk
Our.modern.user.friendly.website.
demonstrates our focus on high quality 
presentation.

Latest Technology
A.significant.proportion.of.applicants.are
browsing.for.properties.on.their.smart
phones,.tablets.and.social.media..Fidelis
has.its.own.mobile.website.to.capture.this.
important.market.
 
Alongside the latest technology we also 
take the traditional approach and talk 
to our active applicants to promote your 
property and encourage them to arrange
a.viewing.

Our Database of Applicants
The chances are the applicant for your
property.could.already.be.on.our
database..Each.negotiator.begins.the
process of matching our registered
proceedable.applicants.to.discuss.your.
property.and.to.encourage.early.viewings.

Accompanied Viewings
Showing a potential applicant your 
property.is.a.specific.skill.our.team.excel
at..We.know.the.best.way.to.conduct.a
viewing, when to talk, when to listen and
how.to.sell.your.property’s.key.features.

Open House Viewings
Often.described.as.an.“open.house”.or
“open.day”,.this.part.of.our.marketing
plan.can.be.an.excellent.tool.for.clients.
with.a.hectic.work.load.or.busy.family.life..
We agree a date and time with you in your 
first.week.of.marketing.where.we.arrange.
viewings.by.appointment.in.one.session.

Communication
Viewing.feedback.is.important.!.
The Fidelis commitment is to give you  
honest.and.transparent.feedback.after.
every.viewing.
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Where do our 
Applicants 
Come From?
.•.Our.Existing.Database.of.Applicants
• Whole of Market Internet Advertising
• For Sale and To Let Boards
• Our London Connection
• Networking Through
  The Guild of Property Professionals



In today’s fast paced and technology
driven society, it is essential to market 
your.property.in.the.most.effective.way.
with.the.widest.exposure.

Fidelis Estate Agents are experts in 
understanding the tools and techniques 
that.help.sell.or.let.a.property..We.know.
from experience what motivates and 
attracts.applicants,.and.are.best.placed.

to advise you on the investment 
required to market your property 
effectively.

Although traditional methods of
property marketing are still

very important, the internet 
and its improved access have 
made.a.significant.impact.
on.the.property.industry.

Applicants are now much more informed, 
more intelligent and less loyal than  
ever.before.

Being on one property portal alone is no
longer.enough.as.your.property.will.be
competing with hundreds of similar sized
and priced homes - so it must stand out 
from the crowd and attract the widest 
possible.selection.of.applicants.

With almost 80% of applicants 
using the internet as their 
preferred method for  
property search, it is important 
your property is promoted 
effectively online.

“Presenting your property
professionally to the widest possible 
market place significantly enhances 
your chances of achieving the best 
price in the shortest time”
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Marketing
& Exposure



Now that you have applicants interested
in your property, it is essential that 
presentation.surpasses.their.expectation.
First impressions really do count - most
applicants.form.an.opinion.within.the.first
15.seconds.on.entering.a.property..There
are.affordable.improvements.that.you.can
make.to.your.property.that.will.significantly.
enhance.the.applicant’s.experience.
 
The.exterior.of.your.property.is.the.first.
view.applicants.have;.a.freshly.cut.lawn,.
tidy garden, well kept plants and an 
inviting.entrance.will.definitely.impress
and set the level of expectation for the rest
of the property - plus our photography
will.look.great.
 
The opposite of this will clearly have a
negative.effect.on.applicants..Years.of.a
busy.family.life,.entertaining,.and.general
wear and tear can really let down your
property.and.deter.potential.applicants.
However,.preparing.your.property.for.
market.doesn’t.need.to.be.expensive.
and you certainly do not always need to 
completely.redecorate.

Here are a few of our
recommendations to maximise
the marketing potential of your
property:

•  Place greater emphasis on any unusual 
or period features

•..Sensitively.repair.or.remove.broken.or.
tired.looking.furniture,.fixtures. 
and.fittings

•  Clean and tidy every room, clutter can 
make a property seem small and messy

•  Stage key rooms, use props to show 
how.you.could.best.utilise.the.area, 
(for example the dining room, master 
bedroom.or.study),.helping.applicants.
visualise themselves living there

.•.Pets.can.be.a.turn-off.for.some.
applicants, so it is a good idea to remove 
pet.hair,.their.beds.and.odours.from. 
the property

•  Pleasant or strong smells can have a 
negative.effect.on.people,.avoid.cooking.
before.viewings.and.it.may.be.advisable.
to smoke outside

Presenting Your 
Property for Marketing

79
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Professional
Photography 
& Floor 
Plans
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Our unique professional 
photography and floor 
plans will present your 
home in the very best light 
in both our brochure and 
online advertising
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Expose Your
Property to the 
London Market
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Members of The Guild of Property
Professionals and its 800 member
offices operate from the prestigious
Park Lane in Mayfair. Our
showrooms offer unprecedented
access to the lucrative London and
Investor Market.

As.exclusive.members.of.The.Guild,.we
are.able.to.position.your.property.right
in the heart of London, attracting a wider
audience of potential applicants than just
available.locally.

“The Guild of Property
Professionals is a National
network comprising 800 ‘best in
class’ independent estate agents,
each committed to delivering an
exceptional level of service to
their clients”.

Through The Guild’s extensive network,
our London presence and our local
expertise, we will ensure your property is
marketed on a local, regional and national
level,.providing.you.with.an.enviable
advantage over similar properties for sale 
or.let.in.your.local.market.

How will your property  
be presented?

•.. Your.property.will.be.visible.on.our
 state of the art, external touchscreens
 located at the front of our prestigious
 Park Lane showroom, providing 24/7
. viewing.access.to.the.public.
 
•.. The.Park.Lane.staff.are.highly.trained
 and experienced in assisting applicants
. to.locate.suitable.properties,.providing
. sufficient.details.to.raise.interest.and
. then.directing.any.enquiries.back.to.us
. to.follow.up.
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Powerful
National 
Network
Harness.the.power.of.800.leading.
independent estate agents, all working to 
maximise.the.marketing.of.your.property.
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“We don’t just list your property...
...we nationally network your
property, delivering maximum 
exposure to the widest possible 
market audience in the UK.”

Fidelis Estate 
Agents are proud 
Members.of.The.
Guild of Property 

Professionals

”



01225 421000
Sales:.. info@fidelisinbath.co.uk
Lettings:. lettings@fidelisinbath.co.uk

fidelisinbath.co.uk


